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‘The law is now reasonably clear’:
the courts’ approach to
non-matrimonial assets
ALEXANDER CHANDLER, Barrister, 1 Garden Court, Temple,
London

In S v AG (Financial Orders: Lottery Prize)
[2011] EWHC 2637 (Fam), [2012] 1 FLR
(forthcoming), Mostyn J drew a conclusion
that will surprise many: with respect to the
court’s approach on assets acquired before
marriage, post-separation or by way of
unearned windfall (‘non-matrimonial
property’) ‘the law is now reasonably
clear’. Specifically, Mostyn J declared that
‘our law draws a sharp distinction between
matrimonial and non-matrimonial
property’ (para [6]) and while matrimonial
property will normally be divided equally
(although ‘this is not an invariable rule’
(para [8])):

‘… the law is now reasonably clear . . .
it will be a rare case where the sharing
participle will lead to any distribution
to the claimant of non-matrimonial
property. Of course an award from
non-matrimonial property to meet
needs is a common place but as
Wilson LJ has pointed out [in K v L
(Non-Matrimonial Property: Special
Contribution) [2011] EWCA Civ 550,
[2011] 2 FLR 980] we await the first
decision where the sharing principle
has led to an award from
non-matrimonial property in excess of
needs.’ (para [7])

This article examines the development of
the law on non-matrimonial property and
the extent to which this is now settled.

Statute
It will be recalled that in White v White
[2001] 1 AC 596, [2000] 2 FLR 981 the
House of Lords disapproved of the

‘judicially developed concept of
“reasonable requirements” ’ (990H) urging
‘there is much to be said for returning to
the language of the statute’ (992H). The
suggestion of a starting point of equality
was rejected by Lord Nicholls as ‘… an
impermissible judicial gloss on the
statutory provision’ (990F). It is difficult to
reconcile that decision with the subsequent
development of case law on
‘relationship-generated compensation’,
‘acquest’, ‘special contributions’,
‘non-matrimonial property’ and other
judicially developed concepts which have,
if anything, even less foundation in statute
law than ‘reasonable requirements’.

There is no provision in the Matrimonial
Causes Act 1973 which encourages the
court to separate out ‘matrimonial
property’ from ‘non-matrimonial property’
or which helps define this somewhat
nebulous term. The fact that property was
acquired outside the marriage can be
argued with reference to s 25 as ‘one of the
circumstances of the case’ (see Lord
Nicholls in White v White at 994F).
However, it should not be presented as a
‘contribution’ argument under s 25(2)(f),
see K v L (Non-Matrimonial Property: Special
Contribution) [2011] EWCA 550, [2011] 2
FLR 980, in which Wilson LJ confirmed at
paras [20]–[21]:

‘… a special contribution is now a term
of art in the law of ancillary relief
which is used to describe a contribution
entirely different from that of
non-matrimonial property . . . a special
contribution arises in circumstances in
which a spouse’s contribution, direct or
indirect, to the creation of matrimonial
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property has been so extraordinary as
to dictate a departure within the
sharing principle.’

White v White
In S v AG at para [6] Mostyn J observes
that the distinction between matrimonial
and non-matrimonial property ‘finds its
origin in White v White and received its
clear expression in Miller; McFarlane’. The
precise origin can be found in the section of
Lord Nicholls judgment in White entitled
‘Inherited money and property’ (994C-G),
which refers to a ‘view, widely but not
universally held, that property owned by
one spouse before the marriage, and
inherited property whenever acquired,
stand on a different footing from what may
be loosely called matrimonial property’.

‘[The judge] should decide how
important it is in the particular case.
The nature and value of the property,
and the time when and circumstances
in which the property was acquired,
are among the relevant matters to be
considered. However, in the ordinary
course, this factor can be expected to
carry little weight, if any, in a case
where the claimant’s financial needs
cannot be met without recourse to this
property.’ (995F-G)

Before White, there was little if any judicial
consideration of this distinction. There are
two obvious reasons why not: firstly, the
judicial exercise was fundamentally
different pre-White (building up reasonable
requirements rather than justifying a
departure away from equal sharing
principle). Secondly, older authorities
emphasise the fact-specific nature of the
law, where decisions of the higher courts
are guidelines and are ‘not precedents in
the strict sense of the word’ (Martin v
Martin [1978] Fam 12 per Ormrod at 20).
Parties who argued in favour of a more
consistent or formulaic approach to the
division of assets have historically been met
with short shrift:

‘It would, I believe, be unfortunate if
the very flexible and wide-ranging
powers conferred on the court by the
1970 Act should be considered by the
profession to be cut down or forced
into this or that line of decision by the

courts.’ (Chamberlain v Chamberlain
[1974] 1 All ER 33, Scarman LJ at 38)

‘Every case will be different and no
case may be decided except on its
particular facts.’ (Calderbank v
Calderbank [1976] Fam 93 Scarman LJ at
103)

Miller; McFarlane
While the concept of ‘non-matrimonial
property’ was undoubtedly developed in
Miller; McFarlane [2006] UKHL 24, [2006] 1
FLR 1186, their Lordships did not speak
with one voice and disagreed on the
definition of ‘non matrimonial property’ or
the correct approach which should be
taken.

Baroness Hale, with whom Lords
Hoffman and Mance concurred (see
paras [100], [169] respectively), held that ‘If
the assets are not “family assets”, or not
generated by the joint efforts of the parties,
then the duration of the marriage may
justify a departure from the yardstick of
equality of division’ (para [152]). There was
‘… some scope for one party to acquire and
retain separate property which is not
automatically to be shared equally between
them’ for example with ‘a genuine dual
career family’, provided the exercise was
conducted cautiously (‘one should be
careful not to take this approach too far’)
para [153]. Lord Nicholls took a different
approach, holding that ‘the matter stands
differently regarding . . . non-matrimonial
property’:

‘In the case of a short marriage, fairness
may well require that the claimant
should not be entitled to a share of the
other’s non-matrimonial property . . .
with longer marriages the position is
not so straightforward . . .
Non-matrimonial property represents a
contribution made to the marriage by
one of the parties. Sometimes, as the
years pass, the weight fairly to be
attributed to this contribution will
diminish, sometimes it will not …’
(paras [23]–[25])

‘This difference in treatment of
matrimonial property and
non-matrimonial property might
suggest that in every case a clear and
precise boundary should be drawn
between these two categories of
property. This is not so. Fairness has a
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broad horizon . . . where it becomes
necessary to distinguish matrimonial
property from non-matrimonial
property the court may do so with the
degree of particularity or generality
appropriate in the case.’
(paras [26]–[27])

Lord Mance commented that the majority
view expressed by Baroness Hale and the
minority opinion of Lord Nicholls ‘diverge
in some measure, at least in principle’
(para [167]).

Court of Appeal: two schools of
thought
In N v F (Financial Orders: Pre-Acquired
Wealth) [2011] EWHC 586, [2011] 2 FLR 533,
Mostyn J explained how two ‘schools of
thought’ had developed in the Court of
Appeal as to how the expression of
non-matrimonial assets should be worked
out (para [10]). In Charman v Charman (No
4) [2007] EWCA Civ 503, [2007] 1 FLR 1246
the Court of Appeal took account of
non-matrimonial property by adjusting
away from the equal sharing principle: per
Potter P:

‘… we take the ‘the sharing principle’
to mean that property should be shared
in equal proportions unless there is
good reason to depart from such
proportions . . . (para [65])

To what property does the sharing
principle apply? The answer might well
have been that it applies only to
matrimonial property, namely the
property of the parties generated
during the marriage otherwise than by
external donation; and the consequence
would have been that non-matrimonial
property would have fallen for
redistribution by reference only to one
of the two other principles of need and
compensation to which we refer in
para [68], below . . . We consider,
however . . . the principle applies to all
the parties’ property but, to the extent
that their property is non-matrimonial,
there is likely to be better reason for
departure from equality.’ (para [66])

A similar approach was taken in Robson v
Robson [2010] EWCA Civ 1171, [2011] 1 FLR
751, in which Ward LJ proffered the
following guidance:
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‘[43.1]. . . Concentrate on s 25 of the
Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 as
amended because this imposes a duty
on the court to have regard to all the
circumstances of the case . . . Confusion
will be avoided if resort is had to the
precise language of the statute, not any
judicial gloss placed upon the
words …’
‘[43.7] . . . The fact that wealth is
inherited and not earned justifies it
being treated differently from wealth
accruing as the so-called “marital
acquest” …’
‘[43.9] The fact is that no formula and
no resort to percentages will provide
the right answer. Weighing the various
factors and striking the balance of
fairness is, after all, an art not a
science.’

The second ‘school of thought’ was ‘vividly
deployed’ (per Mostyn J in N v F at
para [11]) by a differently constituted Court
of Appeal in Jones v Jones [2011] EWCA Civ
41, [2011] 1 FLR 1723, 3 months after
Robson. The approach in Jones amounts to a
two stage test: applying the equal sharing
principle to matrimonial property and only
bringing non-matrimonial property into
consideration if needs dictate. The case also
illustrates the difficulty in ascribing a value
that is ‘realistic and apt’ (para [37]) to the
non-matrimonial property, which in Jones
was the shareholding in a company
involved in the oil and gas service industry.
The historic value of the shareholding at
the beginning of the relationship was £2m.
This was increased to £4m to reflect the
‘concept of latent potential’/ ‘spring board’
(para [39]) and then indexed against the
FTSE All Share Oil and Gas Producers
Index to reflect ‘passive economic growth’
(cf Rossi v Rossi [2006] EWHC 1482 (Fam),
[2007] 1 FLR 790, at para [24.3]) leading to
a figure of £8.7m which was then (in the
finest traditions of the Family Division)
‘rounded up’ to £9m. Wilson LJ
acknowledged that the re-valuation exercise
from £2m to £9m to ascribe a value to the
non-matrimonial property was ‘highly
arbitrary’ (para [35]). While agreeing with
the decision, Arden LJ expressed some
reservations about the calculation of
‘passive growth’ (para [56]).

More recently in K v L (Non-Matrimonial
Property: Special Contribution) [2011] EWCA

Civ 550, [2011] 2 FLR 980 the Court of
Appeal considered a husband’s appeal
against a decision which awarded him
£5.3m out of total assets of £58.8m. In that
case, Wilson LJ considered the situations in
which the importance of source of assets
may diminish over time and concluded that
there was:

‘… nothing in the facts of the present
case [elsewhere described as ‘extreme’
at para [2]] which logically justifies a
conclusion that, as the long marriage
proceeded, there was a diminution in
the importance of the source of the
parties’ entire wealth, at all times
ring-fenced by share certificates in the
wife’s sole name which to a large
extent were just kept safely and left to
reproduce themselves and to grow in
value.’ (para [18])

‘… we asked [counsel] to show us a
reported decision in which the assets
were entirely non-matrimonial and in
which, by reference to the sharing
principle, the Applicant secured an
award in excess of her or his needs. He
confessed to be unable to do so. Such a
decision will no doubt be made – but
not in this court today.’ (para [22])

To some extent the outcomes in Jones and
Robson are comparable: in each case the
wife received around 32% of assets worth
£25m and £22.5m respectively. However,
the approach taken by the Court of Appeal
to each case was quite different. Robson
involved a conventional exercise of
discretion and judgment; Jones involved a
two-stage test where the non-matrimonial
property was calculated and re-calculated
to ascribed a fair value. It is not easy to
reconcile these two schools of thought.

High Court decisions
In FZ v SZ and Others (Ancillary Relief:
Conduct: Valuations) [2010] EWHC 1630,
[2011] 1 FLR 64, a case decided before Jones
or Robson, Mostyn J expressed a strong
preference for the two stage test approach
over the Court of Appeal’s approach in
Charman (No 4) which conflated or
‘telescoped’ the consideration of
matrimonial and non-matrimonial
property:

‘A telescoped approach runs the risk of
insufficient logical rigour being applied
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to the identification and treatment of
the two very different categories. It
runs the risk of palm-tree justice being
applied. It is so easy to say – “well
there is a good deal of non-matrimonial
property here so I will reduce the
claimant’s share to 40%”, but that
approach simply does not tell anyone
what weight is being given to that
factor.’ (para [143])

In N v F (Financial Orders: Pre-Acquired
Wealth) (above), Mostyn J considered Jones
and Robson and, while noting that ‘…
criticisms can easily be levelled at both
approaches. In different ways they are both
highly arbitrary’ (para [35]), weighed in
heavily on the ‘two stage’ test adopted in
Jones:

‘I adhere to my view that the two-step
approach is the right one, generally
speaking. It is precisely what Wilson LJ
did in Jones. It seems to me that the
process should be as follows:

(i) whether the existence of
pre-marital property should be
reflected at all. This depends on
questions of duration and
mingling;

(ii) if it does decide that reflection is
fair and just, the court should then
decide how much of the
pre-marital property should be
excluded. Should it be the actual
historic sum? Or less, if there has
been much mingling? Or more, to
reflect a springboard and passive
growth, as happened in Jones?

(iii) the remaining matrimonial
property should then normally be
divided equally;

(iv) the fairness of the award should
then be tested by the overall
percentage technique.’ (para [14])

‘Of course, all of this is subject to the
question of need. As Lord Nicholls of
Birkenhead said in White “however, in
the ordinary course, this factor can be
expected to carry little weight, if any, in
a case where the claimant’s financial
needs cannot be met without recourse
to this property.” ’ (para [15])

A similar conclusion was drawn by
Mostyn J in S v AG (above) at para [6]), ie
‘our law draws a sharp distinction between

matrimonial and non-matrimonial
property . . . the law is now reasonably
clear’.

A different approach: AR v AR
However, this is far from an
uncontroversial view. Most recently, in AR
v AR (Treatment of Inherited Wealth) [2011]
EWHC 2717, [2012] 1 FLR (forthcoming) Mr
Justice Moylan declined to take this
approach and preferred that of the Court of
Appeal in Robson and Charman. In AR v AR,
the assets were worth £21m to £24m, most
of which consisted of assets received by the
husband by way of inheritance or gift.
Counsel for the husband adopted the
argument that ‘… the sharing principle has
no application in the circumstances of this
case . . . the wife’s award should be
calculated by adding her housing need and
her income need capitalised by reference to
a Duxbury calculation’ (para [5]). In AR, Mr
Justice Moylan concluded that this
approach – which is close to Mostyn J’s
exposition of the law in S v AG – was ‘too
rigid’. The ‘first school of thought’ of the
Court of Appeal decisions Charman and
Robson is preferred:

‘… unduly to fetter the exercise by the
court of its discretionary powers. Her
submissions covered a broad canvas as
to the approach which the court should
adopt in cases where the wealth is
non-matrimonial. She submits, it
seemed to me as a matter of principle,
that matrimonial assets were only to be
“invaded” to the extent justified to
meet the wife’s needs unless one of the
exceptions identified by Wilson LJ in K
v L applies. In my view, this
submission seeks to impose too rigid a
framework.’ (para [77])

‘… the sharing principle can apply
to non-matrimonial property if such an
approach is justified by the
circumstances of the case. In my view,
the court should not apply the
guidelines identified by the House of
Lords in Miller and McFarlane with
undue rigidity. Fairness requires a
broader approach. Further, if the courts
were to limit the exercise of the
discretion in the manner proposed by
[counsel for the husband] . . . this
would in my view risk re-imposing the
ceiling identified as resulting in
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unfairness in White and Miller and
McFarlane.’ (para [80])

Conclusions
(1) When advising clients in cases

involving significant non-matrimonial
property, are we meant to be gurus,
ruminating on the facts and handing
down our ‘gut instincts’ on the likely
outcome, or boffins, preparing
spreadsheets calculating apt values
based on concepts of passive growth?

(2) To the extent that the treatment of
non-matrimonial property is
discretionary and will yield to the
parties’ needs, the authorities agree. It
has long been established that
non-matrimonial asset are not
ring-fenced or quarantined from the
court’s disposive powers (Rossi,
para [24.6]).

(3) There are however two main schools of
thought, demonstrated most recently in
the contrasting Court of Appeal
approaches in Jones and Robson.

(4) The first is more conventional,

exercising a broad discretion and
adjusting away from equality to take
into account non-matrimonial assets.
The second aims to be more rigorous,
applying an apt value to
non-matrimonial property, which
should only be distributed if needs
require.

(5) In decisions such as FZ v SZ, N v F and
S v AG, Mr Justice Mostyn expresses a
clear preference for the ‘second school’,
described as the ‘two stage test’. If this
was widely adopted it would go some
way to achieving ‘consistency and
predictability’, which is (per Baroness
Hale in Miller; McFarlane at para [122]).

(6) However, it is apparent from AR v AR
that other courts will prefer the more
conventional ‘first school’ approach
which emphasises the discretionary
nature of the court’s approach.

(7) Is the law now reasonably clear?
Arguably not. Since Parliament has
shown no inclination to act, clarity may
only come when / if the question is
re-considered by the Supreme Court.
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